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Corneal deformation imaging of Rose Bengal-green light cross-linked rabbitCorneal deformation imaging of Rose Bengal-green light cross-linked rabbit
corneas: in vivo vs ex vivo treatments and measurementscorneas: in vivo vs ex vivo treatments and measurements
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Purpose:Purpose:(1) To assess biomechanical changes induced in rabbit corneas by Rose Bengal green light collagen cross-linking(1) To assess biomechanical changes induced in rabbit corneas by Rose Bengal green light collagen cross-linking
(RB-G-CXL), (2) To compare corneal deformation following ex vivo and in vivo treatments and measurements.(RB-G-CXL), (2) To compare corneal deformation following ex vivo and in vivo treatments and measurements.

Methods:Methods:The effects of RB-G-CXL on air puff corneal deformation were studied on a total of 20 rabbit eyes. New ZealandThe effects of RB-G-CXL on air puff corneal deformation were studied on a total of 20 rabbit eyes. New Zealand
white female rabbits were monolaterally treated with RB-G-CXL in vivo, with the contralateral eyes as controls. Treatmentwhite female rabbits were monolaterally treated with RB-G-CXL in vivo, with the contralateral eyes as controls. Treatment
consisted of de-epithelization, application of Rose Bengal photosensitizer (0.1% w/v) for 2 min, 300 s of green lightconsisted of de-epithelization, application of Rose Bengal photosensitizer (0.1% w/v) for 2 min, 300 s of green light

irradiation, 30 s staining and 300 s of irradiation. The light source was a solid-state laser (532 nm, 0.25 W/cmirradiation, 30 s staining and 300 s of irradiation. The light source was a solid-state laser (532 nm, 0.25 W/cm22, Gaussian, Gaussian
beam profile FWHM=10 mm). The limbus was masked during the treatment. Corneal deformation was evaluated in vivo 28beam profile FWHM=10 mm). The limbus was masked during the treatment. Corneal deformation was evaluated in vivo 28
days post-treatment in CXL and control eyes. Measurements were repeated ex vivo following euthanasia at constantdays post-treatment in CXL and control eyes. Measurements were repeated ex vivo following euthanasia at constant
intraocular pressure (IOP=15 mmHg). Three untreated (contralateral control) eyes and 14 additional virgin ex vivo eyes wereintraocular pressure (IOP=15 mmHg). Three untreated (contralateral control) eyes and 14 additional virgin ex vivo eyes were
treated ex vivo 24-hours post-mortem, following an identical protocol, and measured immediately after CXL. Cornealtreated ex vivo 24-hours post-mortem, following an identical protocol, and measured immediately after CXL. Corneal
air-puff dynamic deformation was measured by a Scheimpflug-imaging Corvis ST (Oculus, Germany) device. Deformationair-puff dynamic deformation was measured by a Scheimpflug-imaging Corvis ST (Oculus, Germany) device. Deformation
amplitude was taken as a metric for corneal stiffness.amplitude was taken as a metric for corneal stiffness.

Results:Results:Average deformation amplitude was 1.55 ± 0.26 mm in control eyes and 1.56 ± 0.21 mm in CXL eyes in vivoAverage deformation amplitude was 1.55 ± 0.26 mm in control eyes and 1.56 ± 0.21 mm in CXL eyes in vivo
(p=0.9); 1.31 ± 0.05 mm in control eyes and 1.13 ± 0.03 mm in vivo-treated CXL eyes (p=0.005) that were measured ex(p=0.9); 1.31 ± 0.05 mm in control eyes and 1.13 ± 0.03 mm in vivo-treated CXL eyes (p=0.005) that were measured ex
vivo with constant IOP; 1.40 ± 0.19 mm in control eyes before and 1.30 ± 0.25 mm after ex-vivo CXL (p=0.2), 24-hoursvivo with constant IOP; 1.40 ± 0.19 mm in control eyes before and 1.30 ± 0.25 mm after ex-vivo CXL (p=0.2), 24-hours
post mortem. Statistical differences (p<0.03) were also found between deformation amplitude measured in vivo and expost mortem. Statistical differences (p<0.03) were also found between deformation amplitude measured in vivo and ex
vivo.vivo.

Conclusions:Conclusions:Decreased corneal deformation amplitude following CXL is consistent with increased corneal stiffness,Decreased corneal deformation amplitude following CXL is consistent with increased corneal stiffness,
although statistical differences were only found for ex vivo measurements under constant IOP. The absence of significantalthough statistical differences were only found for ex vivo measurements under constant IOP. The absence of significant
differences measured in vivo, consistent with clinical findings in patients following other CXL protocols, suggests a majordifferences measured in vivo, consistent with clinical findings in patients following other CXL protocols, suggests a major
masking role of IOP. Rose Bengal green-light CXL appears to be a suitable method to increase corneal stiffness. Howevermasking role of IOP. Rose Bengal green-light CXL appears to be a suitable method to increase corneal stiffness. However
IOP should be incorporated in corneal biomechanical metrics based on air-puff corneal deformation.IOP should be incorporated in corneal biomechanical metrics based on air-puff corneal deformation.

Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.
Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associatedDescribe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated
details.:details.:Weakening of the cornea, such as that occurring in keratoconus, can cause severe loss of vision. The treatmentWeakening of the cornea, such as that occurring in keratoconus, can cause severe loss of vision. The treatment
called cross-linking bonds the fibers of the cornea to each other making it stiffer. We measured non-invasively the strengthcalled cross-linking bonds the fibers of the cornea to each other making it stiffer. We measured non-invasively the strength
of the cornea using a quick air puff and a high speed camera, as lower corneal deformation is associated with cornealof the cornea using a quick air puff and a high speed camera, as lower corneal deformation is associated with corneal
stiffening. We studied a new cross-linking treatment which involves instilling on the cornea a photosensitizer (Rose Bengal)stiffening. We studied a new cross-linking treatment which involves instilling on the cornea a photosensitizer (Rose Bengal)
and green laser light, on rabbit eyes in vivo (28 days after treatment) and ex vivo. When the intraocular pressure wasand green laser light, on rabbit eyes in vivo (28 days after treatment) and ex vivo. When the intraocular pressure was
controlled (ex vivo eyes after in vivo cross-linking) treated corneas showed smaller deformation, consistent with cornealcontrolled (ex vivo eyes after in vivo cross-linking) treated corneas showed smaller deformation, consistent with corneal
stiffening.stiffening.
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Testing vision with radial and angularly segmented multifocal patterns usingTesting vision with radial and angularly segmented multifocal patterns using
adaptive opticsadaptive optics
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Purpose:Purpose:Multifocal vision corrections are increasingly used solutions to correct for presbyopia, by producing different fociMultifocal vision corrections are increasingly used solutions to correct for presbyopia, by producing different foci
for different distances. We will evaluate the effect of multi-zone multifocal designs (angular & radial, 2-4 zones) on vision, infor different distances. We will evaluate the effect of multi-zone multifocal designs (angular & radial, 2-4 zones) on vision, in
the presence and absence of natural aberrations.the presence and absence of natural aberrations.

Methods:Methods:Perceived visual quality was tested on 8 subjects (age:29±2; spherical error:-1.32±1.00D) with 6 segmentedPerceived visual quality was tested on 8 subjects (age:29±2; spherical error:-1.32±1.00D) with 6 segmented
multifocal designs simulated by a phase-only reflective spatial light modulator. A custom-developed Adaptive Optics (AO)multifocal designs simulated by a phase-only reflective spatial light modulator. A custom-developed Adaptive Optics (AO)
system, including a Hartmann-Shack sensor and an electromagnetic deformable mirror, was used to measure and correctsystem, including a Hartmann-Shack sensor and an electromagnetic deformable mirror, was used to measure and correct
the eye’s aberrations (HOA). Light source from a supercontinuum laser was used for wavefront sensing (827nm) and tothe eye’s aberrations (HOA). Light source from a supercontinuum laser was used for wavefront sensing (827nm) and to
back-illuminate (555nm) a static natural visual stimulus. The multifocal phase designs had 2 to 4 zones of progressiveback-illuminate (555nm) a static natural visual stimulus. The multifocal phase designs had 2 to 4 zones of progressive
power (0 to +3D) in either radial or angular configurations. In a psychophysical paradigm the subject judged the betterpower (0 to +3D) in either radial or angular configurations. In a psychophysical paradigm the subject judged the better
perceived image (first or second) from pairs of images viewed through different multifocal patterns (a total of 240 pairs,perceived image (first or second) from pairs of images viewed through different multifocal patterns (a total of 240 pairs,
randomly presented), providing a weighted response (±10, 5 & 1). The experiment was performed under natural HOA andrandomly presented), providing a weighted response (±10, 5 & 1). The experiment was performed under natural HOA and
under AO-correction. Patterns were graded according to the weighted perceived visual quality responses for far vision. Theunder AO-correction. Patterns were graded according to the weighted perceived visual quality responses for far vision. The
optical quality of each eye (with/without HOA) with each multifocal pattern was calculated in terms of Visual Strehl (VS).optical quality of each eye (with/without HOA) with each multifocal pattern was calculated in terms of Visual Strehl (VS).

Results:Results:85.76% of the perceptual responses were statistically significant (p<0.05; i.e. higher than chance). On average,85.76% of the perceptual responses were statistically significant (p<0.05; i.e. higher than chance). On average,
radial profiles provided better perceived quality (495±59) than angular profiles (-468±61). However, in the presence of HOA,radial profiles provided better perceived quality (495±59) than angular profiles (-468±61). However, in the presence of HOA,
2 subjects consistently scored higher the angular patterns, a trend that disappeared upon HOA correction. With HOA2 subjects consistently scored higher the angular patterns, a trend that disappeared upon HOA correction. With HOA
correction there was a statistically significant correlation (p<0.05) between optical quality (VS) and perceived qualitycorrection there was a statistically significant correlation (p<0.05) between optical quality (VS) and perceived quality
(scores) in 6/8 subjects. There was a trend for 2-zone patterns to provide better quality (perceived & optical) than 3 and 4(scores) in 6/8 subjects. There was a trend for 2-zone patterns to provide better quality (perceived & optical) than 3 and 4
zones, which was statistically significant (p<0.05) with HOA correction.zones, which was statistically significant (p<0.05) with HOA correction.

Conclusions:Conclusions:Visual simulation with AO allows identifying the optimal multifocal correction for a patient and the effects ofVisual simulation with AO allows identifying the optimal multifocal correction for a patient and the effects of
interactions of the natural aberrations. Aberrations play a significant role in perceived visual quality across differentinteractions of the natural aberrations. Aberrations play a significant role in perceived visual quality across different
multifocal patterns.multifocal patterns.

Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.
Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associatedDescribe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated
details.:details.:Multifocal vision corrections are increasingly used solutions to correct for presbyopia. Using an Adaptive OpticsMultifocal vision corrections are increasingly used solutions to correct for presbyopia. Using an Adaptive Optics
system to simulate multifocal patterns and to correct the subject’s ocular defects, we evaluated the effect of multi-zonesystem to simulate multifocal patterns and to correct the subject’s ocular defects, we evaluated the effect of multi-zone
multifocal designs on vision in patients. We identified the optimal multifocal correction for each patient and the effects ofmultifocal designs on vision in patients. We identified the optimal multifocal correction for each patient and the effects of
interactions of the natural aberrations of the eye.interactions of the natural aberrations of the eye.
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Adaptation to optically induced simultaneous bifocal visionAdaptation to optically induced simultaneous bifocal vision
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Purpose:Purpose:To evaluate in subjects neural adaptation to optically induced simultaneous vision corrections in presence of theirTo evaluate in subjects neural adaptation to optically induced simultaneous vision corrections in presence of their
natural aberrations.natural aberrations.

Methods:Methods:A modified Simultaneous Vision simulator was used to produce pure bifocal images. The shift in Perceived BestA modified Simultaneous Vision simulator was used to produce pure bifocal images. The shift in Perceived Best
Focus (PBF, i.e. amount of blur that is perceived as neutral) following adaptation to bifocal images was measured in fourFocus (PBF, i.e. amount of blur that is perceived as neutral) following adaptation to bifocal images was measured in four
normal subjects. Adapting images were real bifocal images of different additions (achieved by combining two Badalnormal subjects. Adapting images were real bifocal images of different additions (achieved by combining two Badal
channels focused for distance and near: 0.5D, 1.5D, and 3D) and proportions of near/far energy (produced by a spatialchannels focused for distance and near: 0.5D, 1.5D, and 3D) and proportions of near/far energy (produced by a spatial
light modulator: 100%Blur (B)/0%Sharp (S), 75B/25S, 50B/50S, 25B/75S, 0B/100S). A total of 9 bifocal blur patterns, 3light modulator: 100%Blur (B)/0%Sharp (S), 75B/25S, 50B/50S, 25B/75S, 0B/100S). A total of 9 bifocal blur patterns, 3
pure defocus, 1 sharp, and 1 gray adaptation conditions were tested. Test images were 301 pure defocus images,pure defocus, 1 sharp, and 1 gray adaptation conditions were tested. Test images were 301 pure defocus images,
simulated by convolution with 0 to 3D spherical blur of a face (subtending 2 deg at retina). The PBF was obtained with asimulated by convolution with 0 to 3D spherical blur of a face (subtending 2 deg at retina). The PBF was obtained with a
blur detection task in a QUEST paradigm (subject responded for each test image whether it was sharp or blurred). The PBFblur detection task in a QUEST paradigm (subject responded for each test image whether it was sharp or blurred). The PBF
shift was calculated as the difference between the PBF following every adapting image and the PBF following grayshift was calculated as the difference between the PBF following every adapting image and the PBF following gray
adaptation. All measurements were performed under paralyzed accommodation and a 5-mm pupil diameter artificial pupil.adaptation. All measurements were performed under paralyzed accommodation and a 5-mm pupil diameter artificial pupil.

Results:Results:The average PBF across subjects was 0.63±0.17D following gray adaptation and 0.51±0.1D following sharpThe average PBF across subjects was 0.63±0.17D following gray adaptation and 0.51±0.1D following sharp
adaptation (natural viewing), with no statistically significant differences (p=0.08) between these conditions. A high statisticaladaptation (natural viewing), with no statistically significant differences (p=0.08) between these conditions. A high statistical
significant correlation between the blur level of the adapting images and the shift in PBF (r=0.77, p=0.003). The largest shiftsignificant correlation between the blur level of the adapting images and the shift in PBF (r=0.77, p=0.003). The largest shift
in PBF occurred following adaptation to pure defocus (100B/0S: 0.32D±0.02D) and to the bifocal pattern with the largestin PBF occurred following adaptation to pure defocus (100B/0S: 0.32D±0.02D) and to the bifocal pattern with the largest
blur component (75B/25S: 0.19D± 0.05D) for 3 D addition. Adaptation to a 50B/50S bifocal pattern produced the largestblur component (75B/25S: 0.19D± 0.05D) for 3 D addition. Adaptation to a 50B/50S bifocal pattern produced the largest
PBF shift (0.13D± 0.05D) for a 1.5 D addition. None except one subject experienced significant after-effects followingPBF shift (0.13D± 0.05D) for a 1.5 D addition. None except one subject experienced significant after-effects following
adaptation to25B/75S bifocal pattern.adaptation to25B/75S bifocal pattern.

Conclusions:Conclusions:Our results suggest that subjects can adapt, to a certain extent, to the image degradation produced byOur results suggest that subjects can adapt, to a certain extent, to the image degradation produced by
simultaneous vision pattern, particularly to patterns with 50%Near/50%Far or 75%/25%-Near or Far. A simultaneoussimultaneous vision pattern, particularly to patterns with 50%Near/50%Far or 75%/25%-Near or Far. A simultaneous
vision simulator is a useful tool to assess potential adaptation effects to bifocal corrections.vision simulator is a useful tool to assess potential adaptation effects to bifocal corrections.

Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.
Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associatedDescribe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated
details.:details.:Multifocal corrections which project simultaneously on the retina a focused image for far and near are IncreasinglyMultifocal corrections which project simultaneously on the retina a focused image for far and near are Increasingly
used solution for presbyopia. We studied how subjects visually adapt to these corrections, by using a custom-developedused solution for presbyopia. We studied how subjects visually adapt to these corrections, by using a custom-developed
simultaneous vision simulator. Our results show changes in the perceived best focus following exposure to simultaneoussimultaneous vision simulator. Our results show changes in the perceived best focus following exposure to simultaneous
vision images with different addition and near/far vision energy proportions, suggesting that subjects can adapt to purevision images with different addition and near/far vision energy proportions, suggesting that subjects can adapt to pure
bifocal corrections. The device is useful to demonstrate real-time simultaneous bifocal experience and valuate short termbifocal corrections. The device is useful to demonstrate real-time simultaneous bifocal experience and valuate short term
adaptation to these corrections.adaptation to these corrections.

Figure 1: Adaptation to optical simultaneous vision blurFigure 1: Adaptation to optical simultaneous vision blur
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Purpose:Purpose:Quantitative 3D anterior segment Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) provides fullQuantitative 3D anterior segment Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) provides full
anatomical information to build customized eye models to identify the IOL centration that wouldanatomical information to build customized eye models to identify the IOL centration that would
produce best optical qualityproduce best optical quality..

Methods:Methods:4 subjects implanted with monofocal aspheric IOLs (Bausch and Lomb, US; Alcon, US)4 subjects implanted with monofocal aspheric IOLs (Bausch and Lomb, US; Alcon, US)
were measured 90 days after cataract surgery. 3-D quantitative anterior segment geometry (cornealwere measured 90 days after cataract surgery. 3-D quantitative anterior segment geometry (corneal
topography; anterior chamber depth; IOL tilt & decentration; foveal position) was measured using atopography; anterior chamber depth; IOL tilt & decentration; foveal position) was measured using a
custom-developed spectral OCT 840nm; acquisition rate=25,000 A-Scans⁄s; acquisition time =0.72custom-developed spectral OCT 840nm; acquisition rate=25,000 A-Scans⁄s; acquisition time =0.72
s; 7(vertical)x15(horizontal)x7mm(axial). Total wave aberrations were measured using custom-s; 7(vertical)x15(horizontal)x7mm(axial). Total wave aberrations were measured using custom-
developed Laser Ray Tracing at 785nm laser beam sampled 35 positions of a 4-mm pupil. The IOLdeveloped Laser Ray Tracing at 785nm laser beam sampled 35 positions of a 4-mm pupil. The IOL
geometry was characterized ex vivo using profilometry. OCT images were processed and datageometry was characterized ex vivo using profilometry. OCT images were processed and data
were exported to ZEMAX to build full OCT-based customized computer eye models. Optical qualitywere exported to ZEMAX to build full OCT-based customized computer eye models. Optical quality
was calculated from measured/simulated wave aberrations in terms of Visual Strehl Ratio (VSR), forwas calculated from measured/simulated wave aberrations in terms of Visual Strehl Ratio (VSR), for
4-mm pupils, and estimated for the native tilt & decentration, and simulated decentrations ranging4-mm pupils, and estimated for the native tilt & decentration, and simulated decentrations ranging
from -2 to +2 mm in 0.1 mm steps in horizontal and vertical meridians, referred to the pupil center.from -2 to +2 mm in 0.1 mm steps in horizontal and vertical meridians, referred to the pupil center.

Results:Results:There was a good correspondence between measured and estimated wave aberrationsThere was a good correspondence between measured and estimated wave aberrations
using measured IOL tilt (VSR of 0.3 and 0.2, respectively). VSR varied across IOL decentrations,using measured IOL tilt (VSR of 0.3 and 0.2, respectively). VSR varied across IOL decentrations,
with a highest mean value of 0.4±0.2. The IOL vertical centrations producing optimal quality werewith a highest mean value of 0.4±0.2. The IOL vertical centrations producing optimal quality were
decentered nasally in all cases, ranging from 0.1–1mm. Optimal vertical centration ranged fromdecentered nasally in all cases, ranging from 0.1–1mm. Optimal vertical centration ranged from
0.4-1 mm inferiorly. These positions differed by -0.3 mm horizontally and 0.1 mm vertically on0.4-1 mm inferiorly. These positions differed by -0.3 mm horizontally and 0.1 mm vertically on
average from native IOL decentration values. Centering the IOL in the estimated optimal locationaverage from native IOL decentration values. Centering the IOL in the estimated optimal location
produced an average improvement of 0.08 in VSR with respect to native decentration values andproduced an average improvement of 0.08 in VSR with respect to native decentration values and
an average improvement of 0.13 in VSR with respect to zero decentration.an average improvement of 0.13 in VSR with respect to zero decentration.

Conclusions:Conclusions:OCT-based customized eye models predict well optical quality in pseudophakic eyesOCT-based customized eye models predict well optical quality in pseudophakic eyes
implanted with state-of-the-art monofocal IOLs. Zero IOL decentration does not produce opticalimplanted with state-of-the-art monofocal IOLs. Zero IOL decentration does not produce optical
quality. The best IOL decentration can be obtained for each patient based on personalized models,quality. The best IOL decentration can be obtained for each patient based on personalized models,
and the achieved improvement may be of clinical relevance.and the achieved improvement may be of clinical relevance.

Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work thatLayman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that
non-scientists can understand. Describe the big picture and the implications of yournon-scientists can understand. Describe the big picture and the implications of your
findings, not the study itself and the associated details.:findings, not the study itself and the associated details.:
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Purpose:Purpose:To measure anterior and posterior crystalline lens topography in accommodating eyes. To evaluate theTo measure anterior and posterior crystalline lens topography in accommodating eyes. To evaluate the
relationship between anterior and posterior lens surface shape, cornea and lens shape, and their changes withrelationship between anterior and posterior lens surface shape, cornea and lens shape, and their changes with
accommodation.accommodation.

Methods:Methods:Custom spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) provided with automatic quantification andCustom spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) provided with automatic quantification and
distortion correction algorithms was used to characterize three-dimensionally and distortion correction algorithms was used to characterize three-dimensionally and in vivo in vivo the human crystalline lens in 4the human crystalline lens in 4
subjects (7 eyes; 31±3 y.o), for accommodative demands between 0 to 6 D, in 1.5 D steps. Anterior segment (cornea andsubjects (7 eyes; 31±3 y.o), for accommodative demands between 0 to 6 D, in 1.5 D steps. Anterior segment (cornea and

lens) surfaces were fitted to 6lens) surfaces were fitted to 6thth order Zernike polynomials to quantify geometry and biometry (anterior chamber depth order Zernike polynomials to quantify geometry and biometry (anterior chamber depth
(ACD), lens thickness, and corneal and lens radii). Corneal and lens surface elevations were analyzed by means of RMS(ACD), lens thickness, and corneal and lens radii). Corneal and lens surface elevations were analyzed by means of RMS
(high order aberrations (HOAs), astigmatism, coma, trefoil and spherical).(high order aberrations (HOAs), astigmatism, coma, trefoil and spherical).

Results:Results:Anterior and posterior radii of curvature decreased at rates of 0.61±0.15 and 0.15±0.06 mm/D, ACD decreasedAnterior and posterior radii of curvature decreased at rates of 0.61±0.15 and 0.15±0.06 mm/D, ACD decreased
0.04±0.01 mm/D and lens thickness increased 0.05±0.01 mm/D with accommodation demand. Astigmatism was the0.04±0.01 mm/D and lens thickness increased 0.05±0.01 mm/D with accommodation demand. Astigmatism was the
predominant lens surface aberration (69%-anterior; 56%-posterior). The RMS of HOAs of the posterior lens surface waspredominant lens surface aberration (69%-anterior; 56%-posterior). The RMS of HOAs of the posterior lens surface was
statistically significant higher than the anterior surface (x2.92; p<0.05). The dominant HOAs of the posterior lens surfacestatistically significant higher than the anterior surface (x2.92; p<0.05). The dominant HOAs of the posterior lens surface

were Zwere Z33
33, Z, Z44

0 0 and Zand Z44
22 (accounting for 12%, 14% and 16% of the variance). Astigmatism, coma and trefoil changed with (accounting for 12%, 14% and 16% of the variance). Astigmatism, coma and trefoil changed with

accommodation by a factor of x1.1, x1.3 and x1.4 respectively in both lens surfaces. Spherical aberration showed higheraccommodation by a factor of x1.1, x1.3 and x1.4 respectively in both lens surfaces. Spherical aberration showed higher
changes with accommodation in the anterior lens surface (x2.5 changes with accommodation in the anterior lens surface (x2.5 vsvs x1.15). The astigmatic angle showed high degree of x1.15). The astigmatic angle showed high degree of
alignment among corneal and anterior lens surfaces (<13 deg). However, the angle between anterior and posterior lensalignment among corneal and anterior lens surfaces (<13 deg). However, the angle between anterior and posterior lens
astigmatism differed by 26 deg. In general, there was slight correlation but not significant between HOAs terms of theastigmatism differed by 26 deg. In general, there was slight correlation but not significant between HOAs terms of the
anterior and posterior lens surfaces (r=0.38, un-accommodated; r=0.52, 6D accommodation).anterior and posterior lens surfaces (r=0.38, un-accommodated; r=0.52, 6D accommodation).
Fig. 1. Fig. 1. 3D full anterior segment image and lens surface elevation maps for S#1(OS).3D full anterior segment image and lens surface elevation maps for S#1(OS).

Conclusions:Conclusions:OCT provided with distortion correction is an excellent instrument for evaluating the crystalline lens changesOCT provided with distortion correction is an excellent instrument for evaluating the crystalline lens changes
in shape and surface produced by accommodation and for exploring the role of the crystalline lens in the eye´s optics. Thein shape and surface produced by accommodation and for exploring the role of the crystalline lens in the eye´s optics. The
increased high order aberrations of the posterior lens surface might be associated to the zonular tension.increased high order aberrations of the posterior lens surface might be associated to the zonular tension.

Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.
Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated details.:Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated details.:TheThe
young crystalline lens shows the ability of focusing near targets, this process is known as accommodation; however, dueyoung crystalline lens shows the ability of focusing near targets, this process is known as accommodation; however, due
to its inaccessibility, the to its inaccessibility, the in vivoin vivo geometrical parameters of the crystalline lens are scarce in the literature. To date, OCT has geometrical parameters of the crystalline lens are scarce in the literature. To date, OCT has
been recently used to image the anterior segment with unprecedented resolution and acquisition time, but due to inherentbeen recently used to image the anterior segment with unprecedented resolution and acquisition time, but due to inherent
optical and fan distortion few publications showed quantitative data of the cornea and crystalline lens. So, in this study, foroptical and fan distortion few publications showed quantitative data of the cornea and crystalline lens. So, in this study, for
first time first time in vivoin vivo, we analyzed with OCT the 3D topographical crystalline lens changes with accommodation., we analyzed with OCT the 3D topographical crystalline lens changes with accommodation.
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Purpose:Purpose:To estimate the contribution of lens surface shape and lens gradient refractive index (GRIN) to the lensTo estimate the contribution of lens surface shape and lens gradient refractive index (GRIN) to the lens
astigmatism in human donor lenses as a function of age.astigmatism in human donor lenses as a function of age.

Methods:Methods:Thirty-five human donor lenses (age 19-71) were imaged with quantitative custom-developed 3D-spectral opticalThirty-five human donor lenses (age 19-71) were imaged with quantitative custom-developed 3D-spectral optical
coherence tomography (840 nm SLD illumination; 12 mm x 12 mm lateral scan, 1668 A-scans x 60 B scans , 6.9 um axialcoherence tomography (840 nm SLD illumination; 12 mm x 12 mm lateral scan, 1668 A-scans x 60 B scans , 6.9 um axial
resolution). Laser Ray Tracing was used to measure the lenses’ back focal length (BFL, paraxial and non-paraxial). 3-D lensresolution). Laser Ray Tracing was used to measure the lenses’ back focal length (BFL, paraxial and non-paraxial). 3-D lens
GRIN (described by a 4-variable model) was reconstructed with an optimization genetic algorithm using OCT optical pathGRIN (described by a 4-variable model) was reconstructed with an optimization genetic algorithm using OCT optical path
differences in 2 lens orientations, using 3-D lens shape, and BFL as input data. Lens surface astigmatism was obtaineddifferences in 2 lens orientations, using 3-D lens shape, and BFL as input data. Lens surface astigmatism was obtained
from ellipsoid fitting to the lens surfaces. Lens astigmatism was estimated by computational ray tracing on the lens,from ellipsoid fitting to the lens surfaces. Lens astigmatism was estimated by computational ray tracing on the lens,
assuming either the reconstructed GRIN lens or an equivalent homogenous Refractive index (EHRIN) lens. Astigmatismassuming either the reconstructed GRIN lens or an equivalent homogenous Refractive index (EHRIN) lens. Astigmatism
magnitude and relative astigmatic angle between lens surfaces, GRIN lens and lens astigmatism were evaluated usingmagnitude and relative astigmatic angle between lens surfaces, GRIN lens and lens astigmatism were evaluated using
power vector notation, and analyzed as a function of age.power vector notation, and analyzed as a function of age.

Results:Results:The astigmatism magnitude in the anterior lens surface decreased with age (slope= -0.005 D/year; r= 0.397,The astigmatism magnitude in the anterior lens surface decreased with age (slope= -0.005 D/year; r= 0.397,
p=0.018), although the posterior surface astigmatism and the (total) lens astigmatism were not age-dependent. Presencep=0.018), although the posterior surface astigmatism and the (total) lens astigmatism were not age-dependent. Presence
of GRIN altered slightly the magnitude (average GRIN-EHRIN magnitude difference: 0.53 D) and the axis of the lensof GRIN altered slightly the magnitude (average GRIN-EHRIN magnitude difference: 0.53 D) and the axis of the lens
astigmatism (Average GRIN-EHRIN axis difference: 22.17 deg). The total astigmatism of the GRIN lens and the EHRIN lensastigmatism (Average GRIN-EHRIN axis difference: 22.17 deg). The total astigmatism of the GRIN lens and the EHRIN lens
correlated to the anterior lens surface astigmatism (GRIN: p=3.9E-6 r=0.693; EHRIN: p=4.1E-4, r=0.565). The averagecorrelated to the anterior lens surface astigmatism (GRIN: p=3.9E-6 r=0.693; EHRIN: p=4.1E-4, r=0.565). The average
relative angle between anterior and posterior surface was 34.08 deg, and had no significant age dependency (r= 0.172, p=relative angle between anterior and posterior surface was 34.08 deg, and had no significant age dependency (r= 0.172, p=
0.32, slope: -0.293).0.32, slope: -0.293).

Conclusions:Conclusions:The anterior lens surface astigmatism undergoes changes with age, and has the largest impact on the totalThe anterior lens surface astigmatism undergoes changes with age, and has the largest impact on the total
lens astigmatism . The GRIN index plays only a minor role in lens astigmatism magnitude and axis. Knowledge of thelens astigmatism . The GRIN index plays only a minor role in lens astigmatism magnitude and axis. Knowledge of the
sources of astigmatism in the lens gives insights in the understanding the optical interactions between ocular components,sources of astigmatism in the lens gives insights in the understanding the optical interactions between ocular components,
with impact in the understanding of presbyopia, myopia development and design of new IOLs.with impact in the understanding of presbyopia, myopia development and design of new IOLs.

Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.
Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated details.:Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated details.:TheThe
crystalline lens plays a significant role in the ocular optics and its changes with aging. However, the relative contribution ofcrystalline lens plays a significant role in the ocular optics and its changes with aging. However, the relative contribution of
the shape and the gradient refractive index (GRIN) to the lens optical properties are not well understood, in particular onthe shape and the gradient refractive index (GRIN) to the lens optical properties are not well understood, in particular on
lens astigmatism. We used Optical Coherence Tomography to measure lens geometry and GRIN in 35 human donor lenseslens astigmatism. We used Optical Coherence Tomography to measure lens geometry and GRIN in 35 human donor lenses
of different ages. The astigmatism of the anterior lens surface plays a primary role in lens astigmatism and its decreaseof different ages. The astigmatism of the anterior lens surface plays a primary role in lens astigmatism and its decrease
with age. The anterior and posterior lens astigmatism is generally not aligned (average angle is 34.08 deg) and thewith age. The anterior and posterior lens astigmatism is generally not aligned (average angle is 34.08 deg) and the
presence of GRIN plays a minor role in lens astigmatism magnitude and axis.presence of GRIN plays a minor role in lens astigmatism magnitude and axis.
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Purpose:Purpose:To compare the visual acuity (VA) resulting from eyeglasses prescribed by a novel autorefractor and by subjectiveTo compare the visual acuity (VA) resulting from eyeglasses prescribed by a novel autorefractor and by subjective
refraction.refraction.

Methods:Methods:A total of 81 eyes from 42 patients (mean age 38 ± 13yrs, ametropia range -6.25 to +4.5D spherical equivalentA total of 81 eyes from 42 patients (mean age 38 ± 13yrs, ametropia range -6.25 to +4.5D spherical equivalent
power (SE)) were refracted and their VA tested in a clinical setting (Fundacion Jimenez Diaz, Madrid). Refractions werepower (SE)) were refracted and their VA tested in a clinical setting (Fundacion Jimenez Diaz, Madrid). Refractions were
obtained following a standard non-cycloplegic subjective method and with a second generation autorefractor prototypeobtained following a standard non-cycloplegic subjective method and with a second generation autorefractor prototype
which is handheld, open-view and binocular. This device is based on a simplified approach to wavefront sensing that doeswhich is handheld, open-view and binocular. This device is based on a simplified approach to wavefront sensing that does
not use a Badal relay lens system. The autorefractor is composed of inexpensive off-the-shelf parts including a 1.3-MPnot use a Badal relay lens system. The autorefractor is composed of inexpensive off-the-shelf parts including a 1.3-MP
CMOS sensor, a 19-mm focal length lenslet array and an 850-nm laser diode. The subjects hold and look through theCMOS sensor, a 19-mm focal length lenslet array and an 850-nm laser diode. The subjects hold and look through the
device while a dynamic sequence of wavefront images is acquired. This dataset is processed using a custom-developeddevice while a dynamic sequence of wavefront images is acquired. This dataset is processed using a custom-developed
algorithm that tracks patient-device alignment and accommodation to generate a set of measurements from which thealgorithm that tracks patient-device alignment and accommodation to generate a set of measurements from which the
prescription is calculated. Three 10-s videos were recorded for each eye and the results of the two last measurementsprescription is calculated. Three 10-s videos were recorded for each eye and the results of the two last measurements
were averaged to calculate the refraction. VA was measured for prescriptions provided by each method and differenceswere averaged to calculate the refraction. VA was measured for prescriptions provided by each method and differences
between refraction measurements and VA achieved in each case were evaluated.between refraction measurements and VA achieved in each case were evaluated.

Results:Results:The average difference between SE measured subjectively and with the prototype was 0.32 ± 0.35D. RefractionsThe average difference between SE measured subjectively and with the prototype was 0.32 ± 0.35D. Refractions
obtained from either method were not statistically different (p= 0.96, paired t-test) with a 95% confidence interval of ±obtained from either method were not statistically different (p= 0.96, paired t-test) with a 95% confidence interval of ±
1.0D. The spherical power measured subjectively and with the prototype agreed within 0.25D and 0.5D in 60.5% and1.0D. The spherical power measured subjectively and with the prototype agreed within 0.25D and 0.5D in 60.5% and
79.0% of the eyes, respectively, while the cylindrical power agreed in 84.0% and 96.4% of the cases for the same79.0% of the eyes, respectively, while the cylindrical power agreed in 84.0% and 96.4% of the cases for the same
thresholds. The average VA achieved with the device and by subjective prescriptions was of 0.000 ± 0.067 and -0.012 ±thresholds. The average VA achieved with the device and by subjective prescriptions was of 0.000 ± 0.067 and -0.012 ±
0.035 logMar, respectively. Using the prototype refraction, 81.5% of the eyes achieved VA ! 20/20 and 98.7% ! 20/25.0.035 logMar, respectively. Using the prototype refraction, 81.5% of the eyes achieved VA ! 20/20 and 98.7% ! 20/25.
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Conclusions:Conclusions:The new prototype provided accurate measurements of refractive errors in a community optometry clinic.The new prototype provided accurate measurements of refractive errors in a community optometry clinic.
Average discrepancies between VA achieved with the device and subjective refraction were smaller than 0.02 logMar (oneAverage discrepancies between VA achieved with the device and subjective refraction were smaller than 0.02 logMar (one
letter). A low-cost device, such as the one evaluated here, may be beneficial for improving eye care in low-resourceletter). A low-cost device, such as the one evaluated here, may be beneficial for improving eye care in low-resource
settings.settings.

Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.
Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated details.:Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated details.:OurOur
group has developed a low-cost, portable device to estimate eyeglass prescriptions with the goal of improving access togroup has developed a low-cost, portable device to estimate eyeglass prescriptions with the goal of improving access to
eye care in resource-constrained settings where there are insufficient trained eye care professionals. In our most recenteye care in resource-constrained settings where there are insufficient trained eye care professionals. In our most recent
clinical evaluation at the Fundacion Jimenez Diaz (Madrid, Spain), prescriptions from the prototype device were comparedclinical evaluation at the Fundacion Jimenez Diaz (Madrid, Spain), prescriptions from the prototype device were compared
to those from subjective refraction, the clinical gold standard for determining eyeglass prescriptions. The averageto those from subjective refraction, the clinical gold standard for determining eyeglass prescriptions. The average
difference in resulting prescriptions from the two methods was small, indicating that our device may be useful as adifference in resulting prescriptions from the two methods was small, indicating that our device may be useful as a
stand-alone device to accurately estimate a patient’s prescription. When the prototype’s outputted prescription wasstand-alone device to accurately estimate a patient’s prescription. When the prototype’s outputted prescription was
applied to patients to correct their vision, the majority of eyes were found to have an improvement in visual acuity toapplied to patients to correct their vision, the majority of eyes were found to have an improvement in visual acuity to
normal vision (20/20) or nearly normal (!20/25). These encouraging findings lend support that the device may be beneficialnormal vision (20/20) or nearly normal (!20/25). These encouraging findings lend support that the device may be beneficial
in improving eye care in resource-constrained settings.in improving eye care in resource-constrained settings.
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Visual performance and perception with bifocal and trifocal presbyopiaVisual performance and perception with bifocal and trifocal presbyopia
corrections simulated using a hand-held simultaneous vision devicecorrections simulated using a hand-held simultaneous vision device
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Purpose:Purpose:To evaluate visual performance/perception in patients with simulated multifocal corrections, using a novelTo evaluate visual performance/perception in patients with simulated multifocal corrections, using a novel
hand-held simultaneous vision simulator and clinically-suited visual tests. To identify the optimal multifocal correction inhand-held simultaneous vision simulator and clinically-suited visual tests. To identify the optimal multifocal correction in
individual patients.individual patients.

Methods:Methods:5 cyclopeged subjects were evaluated with a miniaturized see-thru simultaneous vision simulator. Multifocal5 cyclopeged subjects were evaluated with a miniaturized see-thru simultaneous vision simulator. Multifocal
corrections are simulated by a tunable lens (Optotune, AG) operating in temporal multiplexing, able to scan through acorrections are simulated by a tunable lens (Optotune, AG) operating in temporal multiplexing, able to scan through a
3-diopters (D) addition focus range at 50 Hz, giving a static appearance of multifocal retinal images. Evaluation of the lens3-diopters (D) addition focus range at 50 Hz, giving a static appearance of multifocal retinal images. Evaluation of the lens
by HS-aberrometry and laser ray tracing focimetry reveal high linear response of optical power vs voltage (r=0.997), highby HS-aberrometry and laser ray tracing focimetry reveal high linear response of optical power vs voltage (r=0.997), high
optical quality (RMS<0.05 !m), and high reproducibility of thru-focus energy distribution. Seven lenses were simulated,optical quality (RMS<0.05 !m), and high reproducibility of thru-focus energy distribution. Seven lenses were simulated,
with different energy distributions at far (F) intermediate (I; 1.5D add) and near (N; 3D add): 3 monofocal (100F, 100I &with different energy distributions at far (F) intermediate (I; 1.5D add) and near (N; 3D add): 3 monofocal (100F, 100I &
100N), 2 bifocal (50F50N & 70F30N) and 2 trifocal (33F33I33N & 50F20I30N) patterns. With each lens, high contrast visual100N), 2 bifocal (50F50N & 70F30N) and 2 trifocal (33F33I33N & 50F20I30N) patterns. With each lens, high contrast visual
acuity (VA) was measured at F, I and N distances using randomized optotypes on a high definition display. Also, subjectsacuity (VA) was measured at F, I and N distances using randomized optotypes on a high definition display. Also, subjects
scored the perceived quality of a real visual scene containing F, I and N targets, and compared visual quality (2AFC)scored the perceived quality of a real visual scene containing F, I and N targets, and compared visual quality (2AFC)
through 60 random pairs of multifocal corrections.through 60 random pairs of multifocal corrections.

Results:Results:Average logMAR VA at F ranged between -0.05 (100F) and 0.52 (100N) for monofocal, and between 0.17Average logMAR VA at F ranged between -0.05 (100F) and 0.52 (100N) for monofocal, and between 0.17
(50F20I30N) and 0.43 (33F33I33N) for multifocal corrections (mean 0.25). VA ranges at N were 0.12 (100N) to 0.61 (100F)(50F20I30N) and 0.43 (33F33I33N) for multifocal corrections (mean 0.25). VA ranges at N were 0.12 (100N) to 0.61 (100F)
with monofocal, and 0.26 (50F50N) to 0.42 (70F30N) with multifocal corrections (mean 0.31). Highest multifocal VA at Iwith monofocal, and 0.26 (50F50N) to 0.42 (70F30N) with multifocal corrections (mean 0.31). Highest multifocal VA at I
(0.25) was found for 33F33I33N. On average across distances the highest VA and perceptual scores were found for 100I.(0.25) was found for 33F33I33N. On average across distances the highest VA and perceptual scores were found for 100I.
Direct comparisons revealed a systematic preference of 50F50N over 70F30N and 50F20I30N over 33F33I33N. However,Direct comparisons revealed a systematic preference of 50F50N over 70F30N and 50F20I30N over 33F33I33N. However,
consistent intersubject differences occurred in VA and perception with the different multifocal corrections.consistent intersubject differences occurred in VA and perception with the different multifocal corrections.

Conclusions:Conclusions:Temporal multiplexing of a tunable lens provides new ways to simulate multifocal corrections, mimickingTemporal multiplexing of a tunable lens provides new ways to simulate multifocal corrections, mimicking
existing IOLs/CLs. All multifocal designs outperform monofocal corrections focused at far and near, but not at intermediateexisting IOLs/CLs. All multifocal designs outperform monofocal corrections focused at far and near, but not at intermediate
distance. Visual quality differed across multifocal designs and patients.distance. Visual quality differed across multifocal designs and patients.

Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.Layman Abstract (optional): Provide a 50-200 word description of your work that non-scientists can understand.
Describe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associatedDescribe the big picture and the implications of your findings, not the study itself and the associated
details.:details.:Multifocal contact lenses, intraocular lenses and refractive surgery patters use the simultaneous vision approachMultifocal contact lenses, intraocular lenses and refractive surgery patters use the simultaneous vision approach
to compensate presbyopia. Focused and defocused images are superimposed on the retina, improving vision at near andto compensate presbyopia. Focused and defocused images are superimposed on the retina, improving vision at near and
intermediate distances at the expense of a degradation at far. This complex visual experience was simulated using a novelintermediate distances at the expense of a degradation at far. This complex visual experience was simulated using a novel
hand-held simultaneous vision simulator and evaluated with clinically-suited visual tests, to identify the optimal multifocalhand-held simultaneous vision simulator and evaluated with clinically-suited visual tests, to identify the optimal multifocal
correction in individual patients.correction in individual patients.
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